A performance evaluation of a horizontal axially viewed inductively coupled plasma (ICP) for optical emission spectrometry is presented. The main contribution of this work is the elucidation of the sources of analytical performance differences using practical diagnostics in the comparison of axial and conven tional radial viewing of the ICP. Figures of merit such as detection limit, background equivalent concen tration, precision, and dynamic range are compared for both viewing arrangements. The detection limit improvements, with axial viewing, known from previous work in the literature, are shown to be understood in the context of the signal-to-background-ratio relative-standard-deviation-of-the-background (SBR RSDB) theory. The usefulness of the SBR-RSDB approach as a diagnostic tool for understanding the detection limit improvement and identifying performance differences is demonstrated. This approach can be further utilized for quality control and quality assurance of instrument performance and detection limit results. Other characteristic differences between axial and radial viewing are presented including matrix effects on line signals and the magnitudes of spectral interferences from OH bands. An overall improve ment factor of five in detection power was observed when using axial viewing compared with radial view ing.
Introduction
The detection limit advantages of the axially viewed inductively coupled plasma (ICP) for atomic emission spectrometry have been reported in the literature [l-8] . The first such publi cation came from the laboratory of Mermet and Robin [ 1] in which a detection limit comparison of axial and radial viewing was provided. Detection limit improvements up to a factor of five were observed for several elements. Much of the work reported in the literature contains results which are in agreement about the influence of axial viewing on certain analytical figures of merit. Specifically, there is general agreement that a five-to ten-fold improvement in detection power is obtained for axial viewing compared to conventional radial viewing of the ICP. The literature reports emphasized the increase in analyte signal owing to the longer pathlength with axial viewing. In general, self-absorption resulting in non-linearity of the working curve was found to occur at lower concentrations with axial viewing than with radial viewing. However, the linear dynamic range was reported to be similar with an overall shift to lower concentration. Conflicting conclusions have been presented concerning chemical matrix effects and the magni tude of the molecular and argon continuum background emission [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The discrepancies were probably the result of differences in experimental setups such as plasma source conditions, the torch and load coil geometry, the sample introduction system used, implementation of a shearing gas, etc. Some of these factors will be discussed.
There is no previous report of the use of axial viewing with ICP instrumentation having solid-state detection. In the existing literature, detection limit differences between radial and axial viewing have not been accounted for with a view towards rationalization of the differences using the same experimental protocol. In this work, experiments were conducted to investigate the performance of an axially viewed ICP coupled with an echelle spectrometer with matched segmented array solid-state detectors [9, 10] . The focus of this work was on the evaluation of the performance of the axially viewed ICP using diagnostic methods such as the signal-to background-ratio relative-standard-deviation-of-the-background (SBR-RSDB) approach for the calculation of detection limits [ 18, 19] . Also used were the diagnostic line sets recommended by Mermet and co-workers [11] [12] [13] .
The terminology used in the literature has not been entirely consistent with reference to the two viewing modes. For clarification, "axial" viewing is synonymous with "end-on" viewing and refers to the orientation in which the optical axis is coincident with the central channel. "Radial" viewing is synonymous with "side-on" or "lateral" viewing which is the conventional ICP viewing mode in which the optical axis is orthogonal to the central channel.
Experimental

Experimental conditions
The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 . All solutions were prepared in aqueous media. The four sets of conditions were given names which identify important differ ences in some of the figures and tables. The names used were "radial" for Set 1, "axial" for Set 2, "axial robust" for Set 3, and "axial USN" for Set 4. Although four different sets of conditions were used, the same physical spectrometer, detectors and torch glassware geometry were used for all experiments. Using the same spectrometer facilitated comparisons of the detection limits and other parameters because the spectral bandpass function and the photo- • All gas flows are for Ar in I min-1 • b Units of mm above the load coil. c NA, not applicable. a Units of ml min-metric efficiency of the system remained constant throughout the experiments. For all exper iments, the normal spectral resolution mode of the spectrometer with the 62 µm slit [9] was used.
The term "robust", introduced by Mermet [11] , used to describe Set 3 experimental con ditions throughout the Discussion section, refers to the use of lower nebulizer gas flow rates and higher radio frequency (RF) powers. The benefits of using these conditions are the improved characteristics with respect to matrix effects arising from high levels of concomitants such as a high content of alkali elements. For the experiments performed under robust conditions, a special version of the Conespray nebulizer [14, 15] was used which had a gas orifice diameter of 178 µm. The diameter permitted the use of the lower 0.6 l/min-1 gas flow-rate while main taining consistent nebulizer operation.
For axial viewing, comparisons were made between pneumatic nebulization (Set 2 conditions) and ultrasonic nebulization (Set 4 conditions). When the ultrasonic nebulizer was used, the aerosol from the output of the Cetac U5000-AT unit was connected directly to the injector adapter at the base of the torch using Tygon tubing. The desolvation system tempera tures used were I40°C for the heater and 0°C for the chiller.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation was very similar to that described previously [9, 10] . There were three main differences between the radial and axial torch arrangements. First, the conventional radial ICP torch was oriented vertically with the optical axis at right angles to the central channel of the ICP whereas the axial torch was oriented horizontally with the optical axis coincident with the central channel. Thus, the appearance of the sample introduction and torch assembly for the axial setup resembled that which is typically used for inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) instrumentation. An advantage of this arrangement was that the pos ition of the optical axis and the positions of optical components in the transfer optics remained the same with either radial or axial viewing.
The second major difference was a modification to a mirror in the transfer optics. The modification resulted in sharp imaging of the central channel for axial viewing compared to the astigmatic viewing system used for radial viewing [9] . The cross-sectional diameter of the roughly cylindrical region in the torch which becomes imaged was about 1-2 mm so as to match the geometry of the axial channel of the ICP. This beam shape was important to avoid entrance of excess, off-axis background radiation into the spectrometer. The first mirror in the transfer optics had a computer driven two-axis motor drive which was used to automatically find the optimum viewing location.
The third difference between the radial and axial torches was that a plasma shearing gas flow was used with the axial system. The shearing gas was a thin curtain of air formed using a nozzle having a narrow 0.075 mm by 30 mm slot. The shearing gas flow was directed at right angles to the axis of the ICP and served two purposes: (1) it redirected relatively cooler analyte species in the plume out of the optical axis where they might have absorbed useful radiation or contributed to self-absorption, and (2) it kept the optical purge interface from coming into contact with hot plasma exhaust gases. The optical purge interface is a ceramic cone which extends the nitrogen purge along the optical axis. Useful positions for the shearing gas nozzle were found to be in the range between 29 and 34 mm beyond the load coil. This coincided with the region identified by Demers [3] as the visible boundary between the normal analytical zone and the plume when introducing high concentrations of yttrium.
Data processing
Multicomponent spectral fitting (MSF) data processing was used for all precision and detec tion limit experiments. Details of MSF have been presented elsewhere [16, 17] . For precision measurements, a solution was prepared containing 20 µg m1-1 Zn, 1 µg m1-1 Mg, 0.5 µg m1-1 Ba and 2% nitric acid. This solution was also used for production of the analyte model spectra for the MSF routine. Models of the blank were collected using a 2% nitric acid solution. The relative standard deviations were calculated from 20 replicate measurements of the analyte 'DL is the 3a detection limit. b z, is the peak intensity of the analyte plus the background contribution in counts s- signal. The concentrations of the analytes were high enough so that the background contribution was negligible and the precision values were dominated by the flicker noise in the line signals.
For detection limit measurements, the analyte model spectra were collected using a solution containing 1 µ.g m1-1 of the elements listed in Tables 2-5 , except for Se which was prepared at a concentration of 0.58 µ.g ml-1 • As in the precision work, a 2% nitric acid solution was used for the blank model collection. To obtain the detection limits, 30 replicate determinations were made while introducing a blank solution into the system.
SBR-RSDB approach
Detection limits were interpreted using the SBR-RSDB approach described in a tutorial by Boumans et al. [18, 19] . In this work, the SBR was converted to background equivalent concen tration (BEC) so as to make the expression independent of the standard concentration used. . (1) ), gives the relationship between the detection limit (DL), BEC, and RSDB.
The detection limit equation (Eq
DL = 3 x BEC x 0.ol x RSDB
(1)
The improvements to the detection limit from increased photon flux and longer integration times were revealed in an RSDB analysis. The RSDB equation used in this work is (2) In Eq. (2), RSDB is the relative standard deviation of the background signal expressed as percent (unitless), a is the flicker noise coefficient (unitless), � is the shot noise coefficient (counts per photoelectron), zb is the net background intensity at peak maximum (counts s-1 ), Zct is the magnitude of the dark current signal (counts s-1 ), and T is the integration time (s). The application of this equation has been previously demonstrated [17] [18] [19] .
A simplified equation may be used to approximate the RSDB when some assumptions are made. Because background signal flicker noise was filtered out when detection limits were measured using MSF, a was set equal to zero [ 17] . A further simplification comes from the fact that the dark current of the detector was small relative to the background signals observed. Thus, the expression in square brackets in the shot noise term was assumed to be equal to unity. These assumptions lead to the simpler expression for the RSDB given in Eq. (3). (3) With MSF data processing, the detection limits were produced directly after the algorithm was invoked. Consequently, BEC and RSDB values were not provided directly. However, BEC values were easily obtained from a separate measurement to get raw intensities, and the RSDB was then generated by using Eq. (1) and solving the equation for the RSDB. This procedure has been found to give consistent interpretation of the detection limits [17] and is used routinely in our laboratory. To compare detection limit results from this work with other ICP systems which may not have simultaneous spectral readout, the value of a must be estimated and the RSDB recalculated using Eq. (2). Thus, the flicker noise component of the RSDB adds in quadrature with the shot noise component, and predictably higher values of the RSDB will result [ 17] .
In Section 3.1, detection limit experiments conducted for a fixed set of 19 spectral lines under the four different sets of plasma conditions as outlined in Table 1 RSDB values resulted in high values of 13, the outliers were identifi ed in a frequency distri bution.
In Fig. I , the frequency distribution of 13 is shown over the 57 detection limit values taken from Tables 2-4. Table 5 data were not used due to a recognized carryover problem with the ultrasonic nebulizer setup discussed later in this section. Based on the frequency distribution in Fig. I , 13 values higher than 0.3 were considered to be outliers. More than 80% of the data were used to calculate an average 13 value of 0.13 (counts per photoelectron). This value is close to that corresponding to the highest frequency of occurrence in Fig. I . This method, although not mathematically rigorous, provided a useful number for 13 with which to charac terize the shot noise nature of the RSDB. Shot noise follows a Poisson distribution [18) . The number of photoelectrons (photoelectrons are related to instrument readout counts in the fol lowing way: number of photoelectrons= (intensity as counts/s) x -r/13) recorded within the inte gration time interval for the weakest background signals is larger than 2000. At these levels, the Poisson distribution approaches a normal distribution with equal mean and variance [20] . Therefore, the chi-squared distribution can be used to estimate the variance of 13. With a 99% confi dence level and a mean value of 13 = 0.13, the upper confi dence limit for 13 was 0.298. This provided a means to validate the value of 0.3 used as the cutoff. The estimate of 13 = 0.13 differs from a previously estimated value of 13 = 0.087 [17) owing to adjustment of the detector gain and setup voltages.
The RSDB data from Tables 2-4 were plotted as a function of background signal intensity in Fig. 2 . Also plotted was the theoretical RSDB obtained using Eq. (3) with a value of 13 = 0.13 and the 99% confi dence bands. Three data points were omitted from the plot because they were gross outliers. These were the values for Cr from Table 3, for Ni from Table 4 and for Na from Table 4 . Roughly 20% of the RSDB values fell outside of the 99% confi dence limits. This suggests that a source of error exists that is not explained by random chance. A possible source of positive deviations of the RSDB (and therefore 13) is carryover, a discussion of which is provided in Section 3.2.2.
An important feature in all of the detection limits recorded using pneumatic nebulization was that the RSDB component of the detection limits approached the theoretical shot noise limit. The general agreement with theory for all three sets of experimental conditions exhibited in Fig. 2 is testimony to the usefulness of the SBR-RSDB approach. The three sets of conditions were very different in nature and yielded different detection limits, yet the outcome for the RSDB was predictable from knowledge of only the background intensity once 13 and the inte gration time were given.
As shown in prior work [17] , shot noise limited detection limits were realized because of simultaneous spectral registration and the fi ltering of correlated flicker noise in the background signal from MSF processing. Thus, photon shot noise was left as the principal source of noise in the RSDB. The correlation among uncorrected background signals at different wavelengths is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Background signals at four wavelengths were monitored simultaneously by different subarrays. The noise in the four unmodified net background signals is dominated by multiplicative flicker noise and the signals were, therefore, tightly correlated as a function of time. An integration time of 100 s was used. The observation confirms that the noise corre lation in background signals, already reported for radial viewing of the ICP [17, 21] , was similarly observed for axial viewing.
Comparison of detection limit, BEC, and RSDB values
A comparison of the RSDB between radial (Set 1 conditions) and axial viewing (Set 2 conditions) was made. An average over all elements yielded an RSDB improvement of a factor of about 2.5. The reason for the improvement was the factor of seven higher background intensity entering the spectrometer with the axial viewing setup. The RSDB improvement with increasing background level is initially counter-intuitive, but is easily understood from Eq. (3). The total background noise must increase as the background signal increases. However, the RSD of a shot noise limited background signal will become smaller as the signal increases in proportion to the inverse square root of the signal intensity. Hence, higher optical throughput improved the RSDB as predicted in Eq. (3). The RSDB improvement with axial viewing was observed in Fig. 2 as the RSDBs for the same 19 elements shifted to lower values when the corresponding background level increased. Fortunately, the increase in background intensity with axial viewing was accompanied by a proportionately larger increase in the analyte signal intensities. On average, a factor of 13 improvement in the signal intensity was observed. After accounting for both the background and analyte intensity changes, the SBR (and the BEC) improved by about a factor of two. The increase in signals was attributed to the longer pathlength or increased observation volume obtained in the axial viewing configuration. The net BEC improvements resulted from a better SBR in the radial center of the plasma than when emission is viewed from the side.
The data in Tables 2 and 3 show a factor of five overall improvement in detection limits with axial viewing compared to radial viewing. The improvement, easily understood in the context of Eq. (1), came from the factor of 2.5 RSDB improvement and the factor of two BEC improvement. This analysis was repeated for the data in Table 4 which was collected with "robust" conditions and axial viewing (Set 3 conditions).
Detection limits with Set 3 conditions were slightly poorer than with the Set 2 conditions. For As, Be, Cd, Pb, Se, and Zn, there were either no degradations in detection limit or the differences were less than a factor of 1.5. For Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, Sb and Ti, a factor of two to three detection limit degradations were observed with robust conditions. For Ba, Na, Ni and U, the degradations were between factors of three and six.
With Set 3 conditions, the increase in RF power to the ICP and the drop in nebulizer gas fl ow raised the background intensity by about a factor of ten. The emission from analyte species did not increase by such a large amount and the resulting degradation in BEC was around a factor of six. The RSDB, however, improved on average by about a factor of three because of the higher background intensity. This explains the average factor of two degradation in the detection limit observed over the whole set of elements. Nonetheless, Ba, Na, Ni, and U had noticeably larger degradations compared to the rest of the group. The elements Na and Ni were identified earlier as outliers in Table 4 because of their very high RSDB values. This may have been the result of a carryover problem. For Ba and U, the problem was a very high BEC degradation which remains unexplained.
Detection limits with ultrasonic nebulization
Comparison of results
Values for detection limits using Set 4 conditions (ultrasonic nebulization) are given in Table  5 . The detection limits improved compared to Set 2 (pneumatic nebulization) conditions by a factor of ten. The main reason for the improvement was a large increase in analyte signal resulting from the high efficiency of ultrasonic nebulization [22] [23] [24] . The overall background intensity remained roughly the same. The BEC improvements ranged from a factor of 10-50. However, several of these BEC enhancements did not translate directly into detection limit improvements of the same magnitude because of degradation in the RSDB. Because the back ground intensity with ultrasonic nebulization remained similar to the pneumatic nebulizer data, an RSDB degradation was not expected. Nevertheless, departures from the expected RSDB values were observed. The RSDB results were plotted in Fig. 4 and compared to the theoretical line. In contrast to Fig. 2 , the plot in Fig. 4 shows that many of the measured RSDB values fell well above theoretical expectation. This positive bias may have resulted from carryover. If analyte was detected during the blank measurements (when none was expected), then the RSDB increased and a degradation of the detection limit resulted. It was found that Na gave a very poor RSDB value. This was probably caused by the introduction of very high levels of Na during the matrix effect experiments with pneumatic nebulization which were performed prior to the ultrasonic nebulizer work. Because the torch assembly was exposed to very high levels of Na, poor detection limit performance for this element was anticipated. For this reason, Na was omitted from the RSDB plot in Fig. 4 and is not treated in further discussion.
Carryover problem
Despite efforts to maintain a clean sample introduction system, carryover of analyte material was a source of difficulty in the detection limit experiments. Carryover phenomena became much more significant when the detection power of the system was improved. This was parti cularly true of the results in which the ultrasonic nebulizer was coupled to the axially viewed ICP.
To determine if analyte signal was detected during the blank run, the MSF output for the analyte was examined for elements which exhibited high RSDB values. Two such elements were Fe and Ti. The analyte signal record as a function of read number for Fe and Ti was plotted in Fig. 5 for all 30 measurements of the blank solution in the detection limit experiment. For measurements of the blank solution, signal values should have been distributed around zero with deviations arising largely from noise in the measurement of spectra. However, it was found that large deviations from the baseline noise were registered at reads 11 and 22 for both Fe and Ti. For Ti, read 10 also appeared to give a high value for the blank determination. The presence of the analyte was verified by examination of the spectrum for Fe at read number 11. This spectrum, plotted in Fig. 6 , showed that Fe was clearly detected and that carryover or contamination was indeed the cause of the high RSDB. The simultaneous spectral output of the instrument was of paramount importance to understanding the source of the RSDB error and for unambiguous assignment of the observed signal to the presence of analyte and not a disruption in the background. The MSF output in Fig. 5 very clearly displayed the detection of analyte. The use of MSF removed the need for visual inspection of spectra in order to identify a carryover problem such as this one. At the sub nanogram per millilitre level of detection obtained with the ultrasonic nebulizer setup, it was not entirely surprising that problems of carryover or contamination were more significant because the influence of these effects became more readily detectable. A likely scenario for the signal spikes was that sample particles had dislodged from an internal surface within the ultrasonic nebulizer, or perhaps from the aerosol delivery tube, and made their way to the ICP to finally be detected during reads 11 and 22. This may explain why the spikes were correlated for several elements.
As shown in Table 6 , removal of the data points for reads 11 and 22 for Fe and reads 10, 11, and 22 for Ti, lead to RSDB and detection limit values very close to those which were predicted from Eqs. (1) and (3). Therefore, the carryover effect can be overcome and the detec tion limits for Fe and Ti would improve by an additional factor of seven and five respectively and the RSDB values would agree with theoretical prediction. Despite the difficulties in obtaining analyte-free blank measurements in this work, much of the detection limit advantage • Of the 30 reads taken during the detection limit experiment. reads 11 and 22 were removed for Fe. Reads I 0, 11, and 12 were removed for Ti (see Fig. 5 and text) . The RSDB data approach the theoretical prediction after the selective data removal. b Theoretical RSDB calculated from Eq. (3) with 13 = 0.13 and ,. = IO s.
of the ultrasonic nebulizer was retained with axial viewing. The improvement factors observed in this work were similar to those reported previously in the literature for radial viewing of the ICP [22-25].
SBR-RSDB approach as a diagnostic tool
An important advantage of the SBR-RSDB approach and its value as a diagnostic tool has thus been demonstrated. The integrity of a multielement blank measurement with the ICP can be quickly evaluated by an examination of the RSDB graph. The information conveyed in RSDB analyses can be used routinely in the laboratory to evaluate the quality of detection limit data and to insure proper instrument function. This can be accomplished by the comparison of experimental results with theoretical expectation as discussed above. Once the value of the shot noise coefficient 13 has been established for a given instrument, the theoretical RSDB and detection limit can be computed from only the analyte signal and the background signal inten sities. (The value of the flicker noise coefficient a would also be needed if the instrument uses sequential measurement procedures for background correction.) In this case, the SBR-RSDB approach was successfully used to expose and isolate a carryover problem in a directed manner.
The role of integration time
Further advantage can be taken of the knowledge that detection limits were shot noise limited and that they are generally predictable from Eqs. (1) and (3). From Eq. (3) it is clear that integration time can be increased to improve the detection limits in proportion to the inverse square-root of the integration time. An experiment was conducted to observe this effect. Detec tion limits were measured using a 60 s sampling time for the elements As, Se, Pb, and TL These four elements were chosen because of their importance in environmental applications and because they are part of a group considered to be a "weak" spot of ICP performance in which higher detection power is desired [26] . The detection limit results in Table 7 were obtained using Set 1, Set 2, and Set 4 conditions. The six-fold increase in integration time, compared to the 10 s data in Tables 2-5 , was predicted to give an improvement factor of about 2.4 (square root of 6). The results are in good agreement with this prediction. Thus, a significant advantage of shot noise limited detection limits was the ability to trade off analysis time for detection power. In practice, the upper boundary for the integration time was limited only by the time available to perform the analysis of interest. Finally, it was observed that the factor of five improvement for axial viewing compared to radial viewing was preserved. The roughly ten-fold improvement obtained with the use of the ultrasonic nebulizer was also retained in these experiments.
Radial emission profiles
As described in the Experimental section, an alignment of the viewing position in both horizontal and vertical directions was required for axial viewing. When Mn was used as the alignment element, the highest analyte emission point always coincided with the position giving the minimum background emission. Similar reports have been published in the literature for axial viewing [3] [4] [5] [6] . Thus, the SBR was easily optimized. For many spectral lines it was found • Detection limits are observed to improve by the inverse square-root of integration time because the RSDB is shot noise limited (see Fig. 2 and text) .
that radial plots of the signal to background gave a smooth curve with a well defi ned maximum in the center of the central channel. However, this was not the case with Se at the 196.026 nm line. In Fig. 7 , the radial signal to background profi les for the Se 196.026 nm and Mn 257.610 nm lines are compared. The Se profi le shows that emission is strongest at two local maxima around 1 mm off-axis with a depression of the SBR at the center of the axial channel. This contrasts with the Mn profi le which exhibits a single central maximum.
The information available in Fig. 7 was not sufficient to draw an unequivocal conclusion. However, a proposed explanation for the appearance of the Se radial profi le is that the shape is being strongly infl uenced by the radial excitation temperature profile in the ICP. The upper level of the Se transition is of higher excitation energy (6.32 eV) compared to that for the Mn transition (4.81 eV). The difference in the profile shapes between Se and Mn was a result of the excitation energy difference between these two transitions. It has been shown that excitation temperatures can peak off-axis from the central channel in regions between the normal analyti cal zone and the fi reball within the load coil [6, [27] [28] [29] [30] . The asymmetry in the observed profi les in Fig. 7 was the manifestation of the asymmetry in the radial temperature profi les as has been illustrated in tomographic studies of the ICP by Hieftje [31] . Asymmetric excitation tempera ture profiles with axial viewing have been previously reported by de Loos-Vollebregt et al. [ 6] .
Analytical precision
Precision experiments were undertaken with the radially and axially viewed plasma. All measured values of the precision as percent relative standard deviation were less than 1 %, with most values less than 0.5% for the lines tested. The precision results using Set 1, Set 2, and Set 4 conditions are presented graphically in Fig. 8 . The 95% confidence bands for the RSD values are shown with error bars. A rigorous statistical treatment was not warranted but the differences in precision were observed to be small with the possible exception of Zn at 213.856 nm with the ultrasonic nebulizer. The element lines were chosen according to guide lines in the drift diagnostics suggested by Carre et al. [12] and Poussel et al. [13] . These four lines span a large range of excitation energy and ionization energy. It was not clear if the observed differences in precision were related to line character. Nonetheless, it was likely that the dominant ·source of the noise for these signals originated in the fluctuations occurring in the generation and transport of sample aerosol [21, 30] . At an integration time of 10 s, the processes sampled were very slow by comparison to the millisecond transit times of sample particles in the torch. Therefore, little difference in precision between the two viewing modes 1400 .. ...
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Radial Position in mm was expected in these experiments from the spatial averaging of the central channel by the imaging optics combined with the temporal averaging of the integration time used for detection.
Linear working range for Cd
The instrument response as a function of concentration was measured for both the axial and radial viewing arrangements using two Cd lines. The concentrations of Cd used were 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 µg m1- • Self-absorption causes the instrument response to depart from a linear relationship in a way that is dependent on experimental conditions. The dotted lines represent theoretical asymptotic lines of slope unity in log-log space (optically thin system) or of slope i in log-log space (system with high optical thickness). The effects of self-absorption are most pronounced for emission lines whose transitions involve the ground state of the emitting species [32] . The Cd 228.802 nm line is a resonance line and makes a good test case for observing self-absorption. In contrast, the Cd 361.051 nm line is not a resonance line and has a much weaker transition probability compared to the 228.802 nm line. The different behavior of these two lines is apparent in Figs. 9 and 10. At high Cd concentrations, the 228.802 nm line exhibited deviations from linearity at different concentrations depending on the conditions and experimental setup, whereas there was little or no curvature of the working curve for the 361.051 nm line. This illustrates the usefulness of ICP instrumentation with multiline capability which can take advantage of the properties of different lines.
The curvature observed for the Cd 228.802 nm data in Fig. 9 was a result of self-absorption. The concentration point at which there was a departure from linearity occurs at different con centrations for the three different experimental setups. This was explained by the fact that the point of departure from linearity was related to the number of free atoms which were excited n; within the volume of observation [32] . With axial viewing, the pathlength of observation in the plasma was longer compared to radial viewing. Therefore, for the same concentration of analyte n; increased with axial viewing and the point of departure from linearity moved to lower concentration. When the ultrasonic nebulizer was used, a higher mass of analyte was transported into the ICP compared to that for pneumatic nebulization (discussed above). This increased the value of n; and further lowered the concentration point at which the departure from linearity occurred.
A logarithmic transformation of the linearity data shown in Fig. 9 indicates that the data initially follows a line of slope unity (in log-log space) at low concentrations. At the high concentration end, the data approached a limiting slope of i. The region where the line has a slope of unity is characterized by the assumption of an optically thin system [33] . In the case of high optical thickness, an asymptotic limiting slope of ! is expected from the theory of thermal emission of homogeneous temperature sources [32] . The dotted lines in Fig. 9 have slopes of either unity or ! and represent the expected limiting slopes according to theory. The data largely follow the theoretical trends, but a sharp departure occurred for the datum point at 10 000 µg m1 -1 Cd with the ultrasonic nebulizer. This datum point reflects the breakdown of the assumption of a homogenous source. This datum represents the highest value of n; in the data set. Here, the spectral line has undergone extreme self-absorption to the point of self-reversal.
Finally, attaching a value to the linear range in terms of orders of magnitude involved the definition of the endpoints of the linear curve. In this work, the low concentration end was considered bounded by the detection limit (defi ned above). The high concentration boundary was defined as the point of departure from a slope of unity in log-log space and was identified by the intersection of the theoretical line of slope unity and the asymptotic line of slope !. By casting the axes of the linearity plot in units of the concentration to detection limit ratio, the linear range for all three experimental setups can be read off the graph in Fig. 11 . It is observed that all three experimental conditions give very similar linear ranges. The linear range of the Cd 228.802 nm line expressed as order of magnitude (logarithm of the concentration to detec tion limit ratio) was about 5.5 orders for radial viewing and 5.0 orders for axial viewing (regardless of whether pneumatic or ultrasonic nebulization was used). The fact that there was little overall difference among the three sets of experimental conditions suggests that the shear gas was effective in minimizing the effect of self-absorption in the axial viewing arrangement. These results are in agreement with the work of Demers [3] and confi rm that axial viewing shifted the linear range to lower concentrations while retaining a similar span in concentration as radial viewing.
7. Molecular spectra from OH
It was observed that OH bands were more intense relative to the argon continuum back ground. This is visible in the spectra plotted in Fig. 12 for V at 309 .311 nm. Using the blank spectra, the peak OH SBR was increased by a factor of about three for the axial setup compared to the radial setup. Thus, it was not surprising that the BEC for V 309.311 nm degraded with axial viewing owing to the larger molecular interference. The BEC degradation resulted in only a factor of two improvement in detection limit for V (see Tables 2 and 3 ) compared to the average factor of five improvement.
The reason for the increased molecular emission was probably that emission from OH mol- ecules, originating from droplets in the central channel, was sampled more efficiently with the axial viewing arrangement compared with radial viewing. Furthermore, emission from the extreme, cooler regions of the plasma, where the population of OH may be higher, was allowed to enter the spectrometer. When the ultrasonic nebulizer was used, a slight reduction in the OH emission was observed even though the analyte transport efficiency of this nebulizer was a factor of ten higher than pneumatic nebulization. The desolvation stage of the ultrasonic nebulizer is an important factor here because removal of water from the sample aerosol stream is expected to reduce the magnitude of OH emission. It may be possible to reduce the levels of molecular emission with the axially viewed ICP and pneumatic sample introduction by using a desolvation stage. A convenient means to achieve this might be with a Nation drying tube attached to the output of the spray chamber [34] .
Matrix effects
The suppression of analyte line signals in the presence of 10% w/v NaCl was measured for three sets of conditions. Matrix effects were compared for Set 1, Set 2, and Set 3 conditions. Table 8 contains the peak signal intensities for each line with and without the 10% NaCl matrix. The spectral lines chosen for the comparison again follow Mermet and co-workers' suggestions [12, 13] . These lines were useful because they spanned a large range of energy sums (defined as excitation energy+ ionization energy). The amount of signal suppression is tabulated as percent change of the signal when NaCl was present. Also shown in Table 8 is the Mg (II) 280.273/Mg (I) 285.213 nm ratio (Mg (11)/(1) ratio) corrected for the differences in echelle grating efficiency. The grating efficiency difference is compensated by applying a factor of 1.85 to the Mg (11)/(1) ratio.
Ion line signal suppressions when NaCl was present were nearly a factor of two more severe with axial viewing. A trend towards greater signal suppression was observed for lines with higher energy sums. The Zn (II) 206.200 nm line (highest energy sum in the group) always exhibited the largest suppressions and the Mg (I) 285.213 nm line (lowest energy sum) always had the least suppression. Hence the influence of matrix effects from a high Na matrix are dependent on line character in a similar way with either radial or axial viewing, but the magni tudes of the effects are greater for axial viewing.
The Mg (11)/(1) ratio increased for axial viewing when no NaCl was present. Based on experiments with radial viewing [11], this could be assumed to indicate a more robust plasma. However, results from the introduction of the NaCl solution show that this is not the case because the Mg (11)/(1) ratio is more severely affected in the axial viewing setup. Thus, it was clear from these experiments that the Mg (11)/(1) ratio may not be directly compared for the two different viewing arrangements. Nevertheless, the trends with Mg (11)/(1) ratio and signal suppression with NaCl for a given viewing setup were retained. This was evident in the comparison between Set 2 and Set 3 conditions with the axial viewing setup. In Table 8 , the same trend was observed for axial viewing as was described by Mermet [11] for radial viewing. With robust conditions (Set 3), the RF power was increased and the nebulizer flow was reduced. The resulting Mg (11)/(1) ratio for no NaCl is higher than that for typical conditions and the suppressions in the presence of NaCl are lessened. Thus, Set 3 conditions may be used to improve the suppression problem with axial viewing and achieve a level of robustness similar to or exceeding that observed in the radial viewing data (Set I conditions). Similarly, it is likely that reports of improved matrix effects with an axially viewed low-fl ow torch [6] were the result of the improved robustness gained from the use of a much lower nebulizer gas fl ow rate. Although not investigated here, it is expected from the work of Mermet [ 11] that radial viewing with robust conditions would provide the best experimental arrangement for minimization of the matrix effects described above.
Conclusions
The axially viewed horizontal ICP studied in this work provided a general improvement in detection limits of about a factor of fi ve compared to radial viewing. This held true for a wide range of spectral lines. The improvement with axial viewing came partly from the high optical throughput (improves RSDB) and partly from the better SBRs (improves BEC) as compared to normal radial viewing. The RSDB and detection limit values were observed to follow the theoretical shot noise prediction.
The SBR-RSDB approach is an important tool for understanding detection limit differences and for ·identifi cation of a carryover problem with the ultrasonic nebulizer. A key result was that the shot noise coeffi cient was constant for a given instrument and not dependent on sample introduction, viewing arrangement, or plasma torch parameters. Therefore, this method serves as a valuable diagnostic for quality control which can be applied routinely in the laboratory. In this work, the coupling of simultaneous spectral registration and MSF led to RSDB values which were only dependent on the shot noise coefficient, the intensity of the background, and the integration time. The precision of the analytical signals is similar for both viewing arrange ments.
The linear dynamic range for the Cd 228.802 nm line with axial viewing was similar to radial viewing but shifted to lower concentration values. Increased self-absorption was responsible for reducing the high concentration side of the linear range by about an order of magnitude but this was largely compensated by the improvement in detection limits at the low concentration end. Tlie data followed expected theoretical trends for lines undergoing self-absorption. The Cd 361.051 nm line was linear throughout the concentration range tested (up to 10 000 µg mJ-1 ).
Matrix effects caused by 10% w/v NaCl were found to be more severe with the axial viewing arrangement. Larger suppressions were found for ion lines with higher energy sums. The sup pressions were reduced by using robust conditions. Although Mg (11)/(1) ratios were found to be higher with axial viewing, this did not indicate improved robustness with respect to matrix effects. It was concluded that the Mg (11)/(1) ratio could not be directly compared for the two viewing arrangements. However for a fi xed viewing arrangement, all the expected trends were observed.
Molecular emission from OH was a factor of three more intense relative to the background with axial viewing. The elevation of molecular emission will have a detrimental impact on detection limits if the analyte emission peak is within a spectral region of molecular bands. Although not investigated in this report, molecular emission is expected to be more troublesome with organic sample introduction and axial viewing.
The overall analytical performance of the axially viewed plasma indicates that it may be most successfully used when lower detection limits are desired. However, reduced plasma robustness and limitations at high concentrations for some analytes must be considered as trade-offs. For applications which involve samples with relatively high levels of matrix con stituents, robust conditions can be used to alleviate matrix effects but not without a slight degradation in detection power (factor of two worse). Finally, the use of ultrasonic nebulization with the axially viewed ICP gave an overall factor of 50 improvement in detection power over conventional radial viewing with pneumatic nebul ization. The characteristic improvement in SBRs with ultrasonic nebulization was similar for either radial or axial viewing.
